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Abstract With a great variation of products and user buying behaviors, shelf on which products

are being displayed is one of the most important resources in retail environment. Retailers can not

only increase their profit but, also decrease cost by proper management of shelf space allocation and

products display. To solve this problem, we propose an approach to mine user buying patterns

using PrefixSpan algorithm and place the products on shelves based on the order of mined purchas-

ing patterns. The proposed approach is able to mine the patterns in two stages of process. In the

first stage, the sequences of product categories are mined to place the product categories on the

shelves based on the sequence order of mined patterns. Subsequently, in the second stage, the pat-

terns (products) are mined for each category and then, rearrange the products within the category

by incorporating the profit measure on the mined patterns. The experimentation is carried out on

the synthetic datasets and the evaluation with two datasets showed that the proposed approach is

good for product placement in supermarkets.
ª 2012 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to the recent competition in the retailing industry, retail-

ers are striving to improve their revenue in order to run their
stores more efficiently. The term competition in retail is the riv-
alry between retailers who are keen to obtain the same cus-

tomer. To improve sales and revenue, various analyses are
performed by a retailer to determine which different products
should be merchandized together based on the historic
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purchasing behavior. Recent marketing research has suggested
that in-store environmental stimuli, such as shelf-space alloca-
tion and product display, have a great influence upon con-
sumer buying behavior and may induce substantial demand

(Chen et al., 2006) . Shelf-space allocation and product display
are the problems of efficiently arranging retail products on
shelves in order to maximize profit, improve stock control,

improve customer satisfaction, etc. (Silva et al., 2009).
Nowadays, different displaying strategies directly influence

customer’s purchasing decision and profit of retail stores.

Product placement is an amazing bit of marketing science.
The strategy Product to shelf placement is a critical retailing
problem having major impact on the financial performance

of retail stores. Managing this problem successfully will obvi-
ously result in overall retail store’s profit. Therefore, the deci-
sion-making process regarding this problem should be
integrated to increase the retailer profitability. The decision
ier B.V. All rights reserved.
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to stock products among the large number of competing prod-

ucts and the placement of those products on shelves is a central
question of retailing. In other words, the problem is to decide
which combination of products to be displayed on which
shelves that have the greatest value to customers so as to max-

imize the store’s total profit. A nice displaying method of prod-
ucts, not only attracts the sight and attention of consumers,
but also increases extra consumption and customer satisfac-

tion. Therefore, how to appropriately allocate product items
on suitable shelf space becomes a very important issue in retail-
ing business (Tsai and Wu, 2010).

The location of a product in a shop can make a crucial dif-
ference to its sales. So, we have to know the information about
the products, which are often bought together and this infor-

mation can be effectively used in this analysis to determine
which products should be placed next to each other. This busi-
ness process known as, market basket analysis is one of the
most prominent applications of data mining. Here, the data

mining techniques are used to find the pairs, triples of product
sequences which are bought together. Such a set of products is
called frequent itemsets and the order of frequent items, called

sequences. Recently, researchers have acknowledged that a fre-
quent sequential pattern (Hou and Zhang, 2008; Masseglia
et al., 2003; Agrawal and Srikant, 1995; Parmar and Garg,

2007; Sobh, 2007; Zhao and Bhowmick, 2003; Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994; Antunes and Oliveira, 2003; Pei et al., 2004;
Pei et al., 2001; Yukhuu et al., 2008) is the best measure that
can be employed to decide ‘which combination of products

should be placed close together on which positions of which
shelves?’ in supermarkets. Sequential patterns can assist man-
agers to determine which items are bought one after other in

a cycle, or to examine the placement of products on shelves
by considering the profit of retail stores and more.

In this paper, we have developed a sequential pattern min-

ing approach for product placement problem in supermarkets.
In the proposed approach, the sequential patterns are mined
from the transaction database into two stages: In the first

stage, the category database is created by replacing the items
in the transaction database with their corresponding categories
specified in the category table. Subsequently, the product cat-
egories are mined from the history purchasing patterns in the

category database using projection-based sequential pattern
mining algorithm and then, the product categories are placed
on shelves according to the sequential order. And, in the sec-

ond stage, the category-transaction database is constructed
for all categories in the transaction database and the sequential
patterns (products) within the category-transaction database

are mined by the PrefixSpan algorithm. After that, the profit
measure is incorporated into the mined sequential patterns
to determine the most profitable item and to place the products

within the category.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-

tion 2, a brief review of research related to the proposed ap-
proach is given. In Section 3, the sequential pattern mining

problem is defined, and the PrefixSpan algorithm is presented.
Our proposed approach using PrefixSpan for product place-
ment in supermarket is explained with examples in Section 4

and the experimental results and performance analysis are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Section 6 provides the practical implica-
tions and future direction of the research. Finally, our

approach is concluded in Section 7.
2. Review of related works

Literature presents a few of research relevant to product place-

ment and shelf allocation problem. Here, we review seven dif-
ferent techniques available in the literature. Brijs et al. (2004)
have integrated the discovery of frequent itemsets with a
(microeconomic) model for product selection (PROFSET).

The model enabled the integration of both quantitative and
qualitative (domain knowledge) criteria. Furthermore, they
demonstrated that the impact of product assortment decisions

on overall assortment profitability can easily be evaluated by
means of sensitivity analysis. On the other hand, Chen et al.
(2005) have integrated customer behavioral variables, demo-

graphic variables, and transaction database to establish a meth-
od of mining changes in customer behavior. The approach for
mining changes in customer behavior can assist managers in

developing better marketing strategies.
Chen et al. (2006) have used data mining techniques to dis-

cover the implicit, meaningful, relationship between the relative
spatial distance of displayed products and the items’ unit sales

in a retailer’s store. They presented a representation scheme
and developed a robust algorithm based on association analy-
sis. To show its efficiency and effectiveness, an intensive exper-

imental study using self-defined simulation data was conducted.
Similar to Chen et al. (2006) and Chen and Lin (2007) have uti-
lized a popular data mining approach, association rule mining,

instead of space elasticity to resolve the product assortment and
allocation problems in retailing. They have applied multi-level
association rule mining to explore the relationships between
products as well as between product categories.

The specific problem of how to allocate a fixed amount of
shelf space to different products within a particular product
category was addressed by Reyes and Frazier(2007). A nonlin-

ear integer goal programing formulation was proposed to con-
sider both profitability and customer service factors. The
decision support tool was shown that the tradeoffs between in-

creased profitability and improved customer service allowed
the manager to make the best tradeoff for the situation. Nafari
and Shahrabi (2010) have developed an approach to optimally

select and price the products and allocate them to shelf space
with consideration of their prices. The paper has taken advan-
tage of data mining techniques, association rules, to find rela-
tionships between products regarding their prices. Finally, to

show the efficiency and effectiveness of the approach, the
experiment on real world data was executed.

Application of data mining techniques in library data

results in interesting and useful patterns that can be used to
improve services in University libraries. Sitanggang et al.
(2010) have presented the results of the work in applying the

sequential pattern mining algorithm namely, AprioriAll on a

library transaction dataset. Frequent sequential patterns con-
taining book sequences borrowed by students were generated
for minimum supports of 0.3, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.1. These patterns

helped to develop the library in providing book recommenda-
tion to students, conducting book procurement based on read-
ers’ need, as well as managing books’ layout.

By analyzing the above discussed works, the technique gi-
ven in Brijs et al. (2004) described about selecting the product
and the work given in Chen et al. (2005) and Reyes and

Frazier, 2007 discussed about developing the marketing strat-
egies using the patterns mined. Importantly, the techniques
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presented in Chen et al. (2006), Nafari and Shahrabi (2010)

and Chen and Lin (2007) are taken for the product allocation
problem that usually happened in supermarket. An interesting
work was described in Sitanggang et al. (2010) that provided a
technique to book recommendation using the rules mined.

These works are real motivation of our research in developing
the strategy for product placement. Here, we have used the
sequential patterns mined from the database for product place-

ment so that the sequence buying behavior will motivate the
customers to buy the nearly located products.

3. Problem statement

This section presents a basic description of sequential pattern

mining which, was first introduced in Agrawal and Srikant
(1995) and extended in Srikant et al. (1996). In addition, a
detailed description of PrefixSpan algorithm is given, which

is a prominent algorithm for mining sequential patterns and
also, a brief explanation of supermarket model for the product
placement problem is given.

3.1. Sequential pattern mining

The sequential pattern mining problem is to mine a complete

set of sequential patterns with respect to a given sequence data-
base, DS and a support threshold, min_sup is stated as follows:
Let Ds be a sequential database where, each transaction T

contains customer-id, and a set of items involved in the trans-
action. Let I= {i1, i2, . . . , im} be a unique set of items. An
itemset is a non-empty subset of items, and an itemset with k
items is called a k-itemset. A sequence S is an ordered list of

itemsets based on the time stamp. It is denoted as
< s1, s2. . . , sn>, where sj, j e 1, 2, . . . , n is an itemset which,
is also called as an element of the sequence S and sj ˝ I. A se-

quence of k items (or of length k) is called k-sequence. For
example,<(1)(3)(5)>, <(2)(3, 4)> and <(1)(2)(1)> are all
3-sequences. A sequence <s1, s2, . . . , sn> is called a sub-se-

quence of another sequence < s01; s
0
2 . . . ; s0q >; ðn 6 qÞ if there

exist an integer 1 6 i1 6 i2 6 � � � ; in 6 q such that s1 # s0i1 ;
s2 # s0i2 ; . . . ; sn # s0in : For instance, <(2)(5)> is a subsequence

of <(4)(2)(1)(3, 5)> since (2) ˝ (2) and (5) ˝ (3, 5) .The sup-
port of sequence S in a sequence database DS is the number
of transactions that contained the sequence S. The sequence
S is called a frequent sequential pattern in the sequential data-

base such that supðSÞ � min sup where, min_sup is a given
positive integer, support threshold. The problem of sequential
pattern mining is to find a complete set of frequent sequential

patterns satisfying a minimum support in the sequence data-
base. A sequential pattern with length l is called an l-pattern.
(Pei et al., 2004).

3.2. Prefixspan algorithm

At first, we introduce some basic definitions used in the Prefix-
Span algorithm.

Definition 1 (Prefix). All the items present in an element are
listed in an alphabetical order. A sequence b ¼ he01e02 . . . e0mi
ðm 6 nÞ is called a prefix of the given sequence a ¼ he1e2 . . . eni
(where each ei corresponds to a frequent element in S), if and
only if (1) e0i ¼ ei for ði 6 m� 1Þ; (2) e0m # em; and (3) all the

frequent items in ðem � e0mÞ are subsequent to those in e0m.
Definition 2 (Suffix). Let b ¼ he1e2 . . . em�1e
0
mi ðm 6 nÞ be the

prefix of a given sequence a = Æe1,e2, . . . ,enæ. The sequence
c ¼ he00memþ1 . . . eni is said to be the suffix of awith regard to pre-
fix b, denoted as c = a/b or a = bÆc, where e00m ¼ ðem � e0mÞ

2
.

Note, the suffix of a with regard to b is empty if b is not a sub-
sequence of a.

Definition 3 (Projected database). If a is a sequential pattern
of a given sequence database S, then the a – projected database

is defined as the collection of suffixes of sequences in S with
regard to prefix a, denoted as Sja0 .

Definition 4. Support count in projected databaseLet a be a
sequential pattern in sequence database S, and b be a sequence

with prefix a, then the support count of b in a – projected data-
base Sja0 is the number of sequences c in Sja0 such that b ˝ aÆc,
denoted as supportSjaðbÞ.

The execution procedure of PrefixSpan algorithm is de-
scribed as follows: At first, the PrefixSpan algorithm scans

the sequential database to find all frequent items which are
1-length sequential patterns with respect to the given minimum
support. Then, the sequence database is partitioned into differ-

ent subsets according to these frequent items, where each sub-
set is the projection of the sequence database with respect to
the frequent 1-sequence. The subsets of sequential patterns

are mined by constructing the corresponding set of projected
databases. From these projected databases, the PrefixSpan
algorithm continues to form the frequent 2-sequences with
the same corresponding prefix using frequent 1-sequences.

For every frequent k-sequence, the PrefixSpan algorithm gen-
erates a projected database to mine the frequent (k + 1)-se-
quences recursively. Based on these definitions, the algorithm

of the PrefixSpan is presented in Fig. 1.

4. An approach for placing products on shelves in supermarkets

using Prefixspan algorithm

Today, the retailing sector in the economy is an extremely com-

petitive arena. Retailers are keen to do everything possible to
make their systems more efficient, while maximizing their prof-
it. Several tactics are used to influence consumers’ purchases,

including product assortment (deciding which merchandise to
sell), store layout and space planning, merchandise pricing, ser-
vices offered, advertising and other promotional programs.
Among these, store layout and product placement (deciding

which combination of products to locate on shelves) planning
focuses on the improvement of the visual effect of the shopping
environment and also the sales productivity.

However, unplanned (occasional) purchases are very com-
mon. An attractive display of the products based on custom-
ers’ purchasing pattern could increase impulse purchases and

also it makes the customer feel good about the shop. Previous
research shows that unplanned purchases make up about one
third of all transactions in many retail stores. Therefore, prod-

uct to shelf placement is an area worthy of investigation in
which retailers have the opportunity to increase their sales.
However, placing of hundreds or even thousands of products
is challenging. On one hand, products have different categories

and product types which is not an easy task for retailers. Due
to this complex task, they would prefer to increase the profit by



Figure 1 The PrefixSpan algorithm.

Figure 2 Supermarket layout.
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placing the products into their corresponding categories based
on the customer purchasing pattern.

4.1. A Supermarket layout model: an overview

Supermarket is a large self-service grocery store, selling a wide

variety of food, groceries and dairy products and household
goods. It is larger in size and has a wider selection than a tra-
ditional grocery store, also selling items typically found in a

convenience store. The supermarket typically comprises of
meat, fresh products and baked goods categories, along with
shelf space reserved for canned and packaged goods as well
as for various non-food items such as household cleaners,

pharmacy products and pet supplies. Most supermarkets are
similar in design and layout due to the trend in marketing.
Fresh products tend to be located near the entrance of the

store. Milk, bread, and other essential staple items are usually
situated toward the rear of the store and in other out-of-the-
way places, purposely done to maximize the customer’s time

spent in the store, strolling past other items and capitalizing
on impulse buying. The front of the store, or ‘‘front end’’’ is
the area where, the point of sale machines or cash registers
are usually located. Many retailers also have implemented

self-checkout devices in an attempt to reduce labor costs.
For example, a sample layout design for simple supermarket
is given in Fig. 2.

In general, the take-over of food retailing has occurred
much more rapidly in processed, dry, and packaged foods such
as noodles, milk products and grains, for which supermarkets

have an advantage over traditional stores due to economies of
scale. Usually, the supermarkets’ progress in gaining control of
fresh food markets has been slower and the first fresh food cat-

egory for the supermarkets to gain a majority share include
‘‘commodities’’ such as potatoes, and sectors experiencing con-
solidation in first-stage processing and production: often
chicken, beef and pork, sea foods and fish (Reardon et al.,
2004). For recognizing the importance of selling food and
household goods in order to attract customers, the modern
supermarkets have made significant progress in improving

their supply and display of products. For example, the hierar-
chical structure of product categories and products within the
supermarket is shown in Fig. 3.



Figure 3 Hierarchical structure of the supermarket products.
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4.2. Prefixspan algorithm for product placement

In general, there has been a trend in supermarkets to improve
the sales in order to display the products efficiently. The prod-
uct to shelf placement problem is a real-world problem faced by

many retail companies. The problem involves in placing the
customer required combination of products among different
product categories held within a retail store. To solve this prob-

lem, we have proposed an approach for mining of user’s buying
patterns from trade history databases using PrefixSpan mining
algorithm. Based on the mined sequential patterns, the prod-
ucts are placed on shelves to increase the sales of the supermar-

kets. The proposed approach is designed to mine the patterns
from trade history database into two stages such as, (1) Mine
the sequential patterns among different product categories,

and (2)Mine the patterns of products for each product category
associated with profit. In the first stage, PrefixSpan algorithm
mines the sequential patterns (product categories) from the his-

tory transaction database with item categories and then, the
mined product categories are placed on shelves in sequential or-
der. And, in the second stage again, we use the PrefixSpan algo-

rithm for each category to mine the sequential patterns within
the category and place the products that are generally in
sequential order. In addition, the profit is incorporated for
the mined patterns which can assist the retailer to find out

which products are more significant in the category.
Let DT be a history transaction database containing a set of

transactions where, each transaction has a set of items. Each

transaction in the database DT includes n number of different
products (items) based on their respective categories, T =
{C1, C2, C3, . . . , Cn}. Therefore, we have a category table
CT, which gives the information about which products belong

to which category. In addition to this, we have a profit table,
PT which is used to denote which products have more signif-
icance among different products (items) in the database DT

.The profit table is used in the second level of our proposed
approach. The detailed implementation of our proposed
approach for product placement using PrefixSpan algorithm
is described with example in the following subsections.

Example. Let us consider the transaction database DT given in
Table 1 with min_sup = 2 and the category table CT
corresponding to the transaction database DT given in Table

2. Also, the profit table is given in Table 3. The sequential
patterns S can be mined by a prefix-projection method in two
stages and are described as follows.
4.2.1. Mine the sequential patterns among different product
categories
In this stage, the PrefixSpan algorithm is used to mine the se-
quences of product categories and then the resultant product

categories are placed on the shelves based on the sequential or-
der of mined patterns. For this, we have to construct the cat-
egory database using the transaction database and the
category table and then, the sequential patterns are mined

from this database by using PrefixSpan algorithm. It has the
following steps which, are described as follows:

Step 1: Constructing category database for the items within

the transaction database



Table 1 Transaction database.

Transaction ID Items

1 b e f

2 a b d g

3 a d g

4 b c e

5 a b d e f

Table 2 Category table.

Category ID Items

C1 a b

C2 c d f G

C3 e

Table 3 Profit table.

Items Profit

a 73

b 114

c 93

d 37

e 59

f 70

g 115

Table 4 Category Database.

Transaction ID Items Corresponding Category

1 C1 C3 C2

2 C1 C1 C2 C2

3 C1 C2 C2

4 C1 C2 C3

5 C1 C1 C2 C3 C2

Table 5 Projected Databases.

Prefix Projected (suffix) database

<C1> <C3, C2> <C1, C2, C2> <C2, C2> <C2, ;C3>

<C1, C2, C3, C2>

<C2> <C2> <C2><C3> <C3, C2>

<C3> <C2> <C2>
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At first, we replace the items in transaction database by
their corresponding categories i.e., replacing the items by
respective category ids to build a category database. Then,

the sequential patterns are mined from the constructed cate-
gory database by PrefixSpan algorithm.

Example. The given transaction database DT contains five
transactions with items and also, the category table has three

categories, each having different distinct items such as
C1 = {a, b}, C2 = {c, d, f, g} and C3 = {e}. Now, we replace
the items {a, b} by C1, {c, d, f, g} by C2 and {e} by C3 to obtain

the category table. The resultant category table after replacing
the items by their categories is shown in Table 4.

Step 2: Generating a set of 1-length sequential patterns
Here, we scan the database DT once to mine all frequent 1-

length sequential patterns that satisfy the predefined minimum

support.

Example. In this example, the database is scanned once to find
all the 1-length patterns that satisfy the min_sup . Based on the
min _sup , we obtain the frequent 1-length patterns that are,

<C1>:5, <C2>:5 and <C3>:3 where, the notation
‘<pattern>:support’ represents the frequent pattern and its
support value.

Step 3: Constructing projection Databases for 1-length sequen-
tial patterns

The 1-length sequential patterns mined in the previous step
are used to construct the projected database defined in defini-
tion 1. The number of projection databases is based on the

number of mined frequent 1-length sequential patterns. By
using these complete set of 1-length frequent patterns, we
can obtain k disjoint subsets of projection databases from
the sequential database if the mined sequence contains k num-

ber of patterns.

Example. Here, we form three projected databases for the
length-1 frequent patterns such as {C1, C2 and C3}. The
projected database for the pattern <C1> is constructed as

follows: Considering the first transaction in the database, the
projection based on this transaction is obtained by taking the
postfixes of pattern <C1> (sequences after its first occur-

rence) in the first transaction. Similarly, the projections of the
other transactions are obtained to complete the projection
database for the pattern <C1>. The projected database for

the pattern <C1> contains, <C3, C2>, <C1, C2, C2>,
<C2, C2>, <C2, C3> and <C1, C2, C3, C2>. In the similar
way, the projection database for the other two patterns <C2>

and <C3> is constructed. The projected database of all 1-
length patterns in the projection set is shown in Table 5.

Step 4: Finding subsets of sequential patterns
In this step, we scan the projected database once to mine a

set of 2-length frequent patterns that satisfy the minimum sup-
port. Then, the projected database is constructed again for the

obtained 2-length frequent patterns and this process is re-
peated recursively until all patterns are mined.

Example. For mining all 2-length sequential patterns, the

projected database formed by the 1-length sequential patterns
is used. The mining of 2-length sequential patterns having
prefix <C1> is described as: First, we scan the projected

database once to obtain the count of frequent items repre-
sented as, [<C1>:2, <C2>:5 and <C3>:3] and then the
mined 2-length sequential pattern is the combination of all the
three patterns that satisfy the minimum support. Next, the 3-

length patterns are obtained by forming the projected database
again based on the 2-length sequential patterns and scan the
projected database once. Recursively, we mine all the length

patterns with prefix <C1>. The aforementioned procedure is
repeated for other 1-length patterns <C2> and <C3>. The
mined all length patterns are listed in Table 6.



Table 7 Category-transaction databases for C1.

Transaction ID Items

1 b –

2 a b

3++ a –

4 b –

5 a b

Table 8 Category-transaction databases for C2.

Transaction ID Items

1 f –

2 d g

3 d g

4 c –

5 d f

Table 9 Category-transaction databases for C3.

Transaction ID Items

1 E

2 –

3 –

4 E

5 E

Table 6 Projected Databases and Sequential Patterns.

Prefix Projected (suffix) database Sequential patterns

<C1> <C3, C2> <C1, C2, C2> <C2, C2> <C2, C3>

<C1, C2, C3, C>

<C1>, <C1C1>, <C1C2>, <C1C3>, <C1C1C2>,

<C1C2C3>, <C1C3C2> <C1C2C2>, <C1C1C2C2>

<C2> <C2> <C2> <C3> <C3, C2> <C2>, <C2C2>, <C2C3>

<C3> <C2> <C2> <C3>, <C3 C2>
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4.2.2. Mining patterns of products for each product category
associated with profit
Here, we mine the patterns for each category in the transaction

database by using PrefixSpan algorithm. After that, we use a
weight measure (profit) to identify the important or high profit
items (products) within the sequential pattern. Based on the

importance, the products are placed within the category of
the supermarket to increase the sales. Most of the previous
sequential pattern mining algorithms, sequential patterns and
items within sequential patterns have been treated uniformly,

but real sequences differ in their importance. For this reason,
the weight measure has been suggested here to efficiently place
the products on shelves. Normally, the attribute values of

items such as, price (profit) can be used as a weight measure
for market basket data. Here, we are using the profit table
which gives different weights (profits) to items within the

sequential patterns of the transaction database. Hence, we con-
struct the category-transaction database for all categories in the
transaction database at first and then we mine the patterns

from each category-transaction database using the PrefixSpan
algorithm. Then, we use the profit measure for the mined
sequential patterns to identify the most profitable product
and then, we place the products based on their profit values.

This procedure is implemented by using the following steps de-
scribed as follows:

Step 1: Constructing category-transaction database for all

categories
In this step, the category-transaction databases for n catego-

ries are constructed by dividing the transaction database into n

based on the number of categories present in the transaction
database. The category-transaction includes all transactions
where, each transaction contains only the items of the respec-
tive category itself.

Example. Let us consider the above example, we have three
categories of products {C1, C2 and C3} as shown in Table 2.
Therefore, the transaction database in Table 1 is divided into

three category-transaction databases shown in Tables 7–9.

Step 2: Mining of patterns from each category-transaction

database
After the product placement in category level, the second

stage is to decide the product placement in product type level

in the same category. In this stage, the PrefixSpan algorithm is
used again to mine the sequential patterns from the category-
transaction database. Hence, the steps (from step 2 to step 4)
described in the above subsection are utilized to mine the

sequential patterns in all category-transaction databases.

Example. Using PrefixSpan algorithm, we mine for each
category-transaction database to mine the frequent patterns

(products) within the category. The mined patterns for each
category are listed in Table 10. The item <c> in category C2

is an infrequent pattern since it has a support less than the
minimum support.

Step 3: Using profit measure for the mined sequential patterns
In this step, the profit measure is utilized for mined sequen-

tial patterns to determine the most profitable items and then,

the sequential order of patterns is rearranged based on the
profit value. Generally, profit measure plays an important role
in retail environments. Here, we utilize this profit measure to
give precise results for product placement problem. The prof-

ited sequential pattern (PSP) value of the pattern X is calcu-
lated as:

PSPðXÞ ¼ supðXÞ � profitðXÞ
lðXÞ

where,

sup(X) fi Support value of pattern X in database DT

profit(X) fi Profit value of pattern
X l(X) fi Length of pattern X



Table 11 Comparison result of PrefixSpan and profit

associated PrefixSpan.

Category-

transaction

database

PrefixSpan

patterns

PrefixSpan

patterns with

profit

C1 <b>, <a>, <ab> <b>, <a>, <ab>

C2 <f>, <d>, <dg>, <g> <g>, <dg>, <f>, <d>

C3 <e> <e>

Table 10 Sequential patterns for category-transaction

database.

Category-transaction database Patterns

C1 <b>, <a>, <ab>

C2 <f>, <d>, <dg>, <g>

C3 <e>
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Example. In this example, the profited sequential patterns are

obtained for all patterns of all categories. The profited
sequential patterns obtained for category C2 are {<g>,
<dg>, <f>, <d>}. Here, the pattern <g> has high profit
and the pattern <d> has low profit.
4.2.3. Transforming the mined patterns to relevant location in

supermarket
Once we mine the sequential patterns, the finding of relevant

location in supermarket is an important step in the proposed
technique. Suppose, if we obtain a sequential pattern from
product category database like, {<g>, <dg>, <f>}, then
these three categories of products should be placed in upper

rock (<g>), middle rock (<dg>) and lower rock (<f>).
Based on the rocks available in the supermarket layout, the
arrangement of product type product may be slightly varied.

In the second case, every product sequence falling within the
same category should be placed in single rock so that the prod-
uct can be easily visible to the customer.

5. Results and discussion

In this section, the experimental results of the proposed ap-
proach for product placement by effectual mining of sequential
patterns using PrefixSpan algorithm is described. The pro-
posed approach has been programed using JAVA (jdk 1.6)

and the experimentation is performed on a 3.0 GHz Pentium
PC machine with 2 GB main memory.

5.1. Sample experimental results

For experimentation, a sample database, category table and a

profit table are given as like, in Tables 1–3 respectively. In our
proposed approach the patterns are mined into two stages by
using PrefixSpan algorithm. In the first stage, the category

database was constructed for the input database and then,
we mined sequential patterns from the category database
based on the minimum support given as min_sup = 2. In the
second stage, we constructed a category-transaction database

for all categories in the transaction database and the patterns
were mined from each category-transaction database .After
that, the profit measure is incorporated for the mined patterns

to identify the most profitable item and the patterns are rear-
ranged based on the profit value. Finally, we placed the prod-
ucts on shelves based on the sequence of mined patterns. Here,

the order of the patterns is the most important factor for plac-
ing products on shelves in supermarkets.

The performance of the profit associated PrefixSpan is com-

pared with the PrefixSpan in order to evaluate the quality of
our approach. The comparative result clearly ensures that
the proposed approach provides optimal order of sequential
patterns compared to PrefixSpan algorithm. The proposed
algorithm generates sequential patterns that contain only the

profitable order of sequential patterns (for example, <f>,
<d>, <dg>, <g>) but, the PrefixSpan algorithm contains
all the less profitable order of sequential patterns (<g>,
<dg>, <f>, <d>). Hence from a business perspective,

profit associated PrefixSpan algorithm is more suitable for
developing better display strategies of products in supermar-
kets compared to PrefixSpan algorithm. The comparison result

is given in Table 11.
As shown in Fig. 4, the products and their categories are

placed on shelves based on the mined patterns to provide the

hierarchical structure of the supermarket. Here, the mined cat-
egories are placed in the first level of hierarchical structure and
then in the second level, the products are placed within each

category based on the mined patterns. It ensures that our ap-
proach efficiently solves the product placement problem and
also enhances the visual appearance of the stores to increase
the sales.

5.2. Experimentation with large data

The experimentation of the proposed approach is performed
using a large dataset that contains 50,000 transactions of 50
items. Here, we have considered two datasets for experimenta-

tion, (i) Rule generation dataset (ii) Validation dataset. In rule
generation, the significant sequential patterns are mined to find
the layout of product mapping. After that, the mined patterns
are validated with the second datasets whether the mined se-

quence is presented there. Additionally, the second dataset is
obtained from the supermarket that is based on the layout
given by the first dataset. If most of the patterns are frequent

in the second dataset and also, the frequency is improved com-
pared with the first dataset, this signifies that the proposed
product mapping provides the better significance in supermar-

ket about improving the revenue of a corresponding
supermarket.

5.2.1. Experimental results
The experimental results obtained from the proposed ap-
proach with the largest dataset are described in this sub-sec-

tion. Initially, the input dataset is given to the proposed
approach to mine the sequent category so that the category
products can be placed together. The mining performance with
respect to the time and number of categories mined is given in

the following graphs shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From the graph,
we can identify that the time required to mine the patterns
from the transaction database of size 50,000 is higher than

the database size of 40,000. One more thing, the time needed
to find the pattern greatly depends on the support we have
provided. If the given support value is equal to 50, the time



Figure 4 Hierarchical structure of product mapping in supermarkets.

Figure 5 Time complexity.
Figure 7 Time complexity.
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complexity is 100 s despite, the time complexity is 750 s for the
support value equivalent to 20. After analyzing the number of
patterns generated, two different sizes of transactions are gen-
erated with the same number of patterns (450) for the support

value equivalent to 45. In the similar way, for every category,
the sequential patterns are mined so that the neighbor se-
quence can be found out. The obtained results are plotted in

the graphs that are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. From the graph
shown in Fig. 7, the computation time of two different sizes
follow the same path for various support size given as user in-

put. The number of patterns mined for various supports of the
Figure 6 Number of categories mined.
category database does not follow the meaningful path. Be-
cause, some variance is there for various supports.

5.2.2. Experimental evaluation
This section describes the experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed approach in product mapping. The evaluation is difficult
to this type of problem because, after finding the layout from
Figure 8 Number of patterns mined.



Table 12 Evaluation report of the proposed approach.

First dataset Second dataset

Number of similar patterns mined Average support Number of similar patterns mined Average support

1-length 20 50 20 53

2-length 80 42 80 45

3-length 58 38 58 40

4-length 42 30 42 38
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the mined patterns, the same layout should be fixed in the
supermarket. Then, the items moved should be analyzed so
that only the performance of the proposed approach can be
analyzed. Through this idea, the patterns mined from the sam-

ple data are formed as hierarchical architecture described in
Fig. 4. Then, the frequency of buying the sequent product is
compared with the existing layout about the performance.

But, this is an expensive and risky way of comparing the pro-
posed approach in product mapping. Here, the mined patterns
are validated with other similar datasets whether they are fre-

quent in the dataset. If this is frequent, we can justify that the
different layout provide the same sequence that surely affect
the customer behavior if the sequences of product are put

together.
With the same perspective, two similar datasets are taken

and the layout patterns are generated from the first dataset.
Then, the second dataset is given to the mining procedure such

a way; the similar patterns mined from these two datasets are
evaluated. Actually, the second dataset is synthetically gener-
ated with the view of installation which will be done in respect

to the first patterns. The support of the mined patterns from
first dataset is relatively high in the second dataset as per the
table given in Table 12. From the table, we can identify that

the average support of 1-length patterns are increased from
50 to 53. When we are looking at other length patterns, we
can see the increasing support in all the different length pat-
terns, signifying the importance of product placements in

supermarket database.

6. Practical implications and future direction

There has been a wide opportunity to make more revenue from
the supermarket business if they started to implement the

proper product placement. The product placement problem
surely brings the more revenue for the business people because
the neighbor product placement should surely attract the cus-

tomers to buy the product. So, the revenue and optimization
management need this type of technique to bring even more
business by simply ordering the products in the proper way.

The same problem can be applicable to various business areas
where the customer wants to buy the product after seeing it.
And also, the retailing and stock industry will get more benefit
because the allocation is a crucial problem there.

The same technique can be extended including the concept
of revenue optimization to make the same technique even more
business perspective. Various optimization techniques can be

used to find the most suitable patterns since the proposed tech-
nique mine large number of sequential patterns. Another way,
the strategy discussed here is to make the customers to buy

some products by locating it in neighbor place. But, if we
put the strategy of ‘‘must buy together’’, there may be a chance
to buy the product that they have not pre-planned. Accord-
ingly the technique can be extended for the strategy of ‘‘must
buy together’’ so that the comparative study can be possible
in between two techniques in the perspective of profit in super-

market. Also, in future, the real data will be used to analyze
the performance of the proposed approach.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an efficient approach, for

placing products on shelves in supermarkets by using Prefix-
Span algorithm, which mine all sequential patterns from the
customer transaction database. As a result, the products are

allocated on shelves based on these sequential orders of mined
patterns. The PrefixSpan algorithm employed a pattern-
growth methodology that finds sequential patterns in two

stages: In the first stage, PrefixSpan algorithm used to mine
the sequences of product categories and then the product cat-
egories are placed on shelves based on the sequence order of
mined patterns. Subsequently, in the second stage again the

patterns (products) are mined for each category using Prefix-
Span algorithm and then rearrange the products within the
category by incorporating the profit measure on the mined pat-

terns. The experimentation is carried out on the synthetic data-
sets and the experimental results showed that the proposed
approach is effective for better product placement in

supermarkets.
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